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Universal Jar/Bottle Opener VM992AC         

* Slips neatly in the cutlery drawer  
* Comfortable handle with rubber trim for gripping 
* Simple kitchen aid for all sizes of jars and bottles 

Jar/Bottle Grip Opener VM992AA 

* Simply hooks under edge of ring tab 
* Peels back ring and lid 
* Compact, lightweight & durable 

Jar & Bottle Opener VM999  

* 2 in 1 opener for jars & caps 
* Ergonomic Handle 
* Dishwasher safe 

Safe Tipper Stability Base VM984 

Kettle Tipper VM909 

* Raised pivot point to prevent spillage 
* Kettle secured with Velcro strap 
* Suits most kettles 

Knob Turner VM992AD    
* Easy to use aid  for turning dials 
* Ergonomic shaped handle 
* Lightweight 

Multi Opener - Bottle Caps VM916     

Ring Pull Can Opener VM992B 

* Opens can tabs 
* Twist resealable tops 
* Pressure sealed tops 

Multi Use Tin Opener VM916A        

* Opens tins, jars, bottle lids & can with tabs 
* Lightweight 

Liquid Level Detector VM909B      

* Designed to assist visually impaired 
* Alerts user with sound and vibration 

Daily Living Aids 
Kitchen & Dining 

* Slips neatly in the cutlery drawer  
* Provides extra grip for doors, cupboards and taps 
* Simple kitchen aid for all sizes of jars and bottles 

Safe Tipper VM983 

* Suitable for kettles and tall teapots 
* Kettle secured with Velcro strap 
* Stability base provides addition support 
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Cup Holder VM923 

Drinking Cup VM922An(clear) 
         VM922AG (red) 

Nose Cut out Cup VM921 

* Specially designed with two tops 
* One lid with small holes for fluids 
* One lid with larger hole for more solid food. 
* Dishwasher safe 

* Two large handles for better control 
* Holds both VM921 & VM922A cups 

* Nose cutout enables drinking without having to tip head back 

Plate Guard 
VM904 white  
VM906 clear  

* Plastic Plate Guard clips easily on and off plate edge 
* Useful for one handed users 

Sure Grip Cup with Cap VM922* 

Daily Living Aids 
Kitchen & Dining 

* Suitable for both hot and cold drinks 
* PVC free 
* Drinking lid with small aperture 
* Natural/Green/Orange 
* Dishwasher safe 

Cup Holder VM923A 
* Single clip on handle 

* Suits Sure Grip VM922* 

Scoop Plate   
VM903 White 
VM903R Red 

* Raised edge to one side of plate / bowl 
* Aids those with one hand to use cutlery more easily 
* Non slip suction base 

Scoop Bowl      
VM902 White 
VM902R Red 
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Utensil Strap VM913 
Bendable Cutlery  
* Ideal with people with limited grip 
* Dishwasher safe to 70degrees 
* 3 piece set includes: 
    Bendable spoon 
    Bendable fork 
    Rocker Knife 
    3 utensil straps 
    Also sold individually 

* Aids holding cutlery handle 
* Suitable for cutlery with loop 

on the end of the handle 

Anti Slip Cutlery Grips  VM914A VM914 Black 
VM914R Red * Suitable for cutlery, pens, pencils, toothbrushes 

* Soft silicone handle for enhanced grip 
* Eases pressure on joints 

2 Handle Ceramic Mug VM922J 

Daily Living Aids 
Kitchen & Dining 

2 Handle Drinking Cup VM923D 
* Ideal for those with weakened grip or suffer from Parkinson 

* Dishwasher & microwave safe 

* Ideal for those with weakened grip or suffer from Parkinson 
* Dishwasher & microwave safe 

VM914E 

Weight Adjustable Bendable Cutlery 

* Ideal for users with weakened strength and grip 
* Soft, easy to grip handle with ribbing 
* Dishwasher safe 
* Includes an adjustable strap 
* Weights sold separately VM914H 

VM914G 

VM914F 

Weight Adjustment Set VM914H 
* Ideal for those who wish to increase their cutlery weight 
* Made from plated steel 
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Tenura Anti-Slip Coasters 

These coasters will adhere themselves to the surface, but can be 
easily removed and will not leave any residue behind.  
* Prevents cups, mugs, bowls and crockery from sliding on tables, 

counters and trays. 
* Holds objects firm on surfaces that are not horizontal and /or are 

subject to motion or tipping. 
* Pack of 4 

Tenura Non-Slip Reel 

Daily Living Aids 
Kitchen & Dining 

Tenura anti-slip rectangular mats are a silicone rubber mat that are available in 2 sizes and 3 colours, they 
offer excellent non slip qualities and can be used in many areas, and with them also being non toxic are 
suitable for use in areas which require high levels of hygiene. If they ever get dirty, they can be cleaned 
many times over by hand or dishwasher, and will not perish.  
* Prevents plates, bowls and crockery from sliding on tables, counters and trays 
* Holds chopping boards in position 
* Holds kitchen appliances and mixing bowls in place 
* Holds objects firm on surfaces that are not horizontal and / or are subject to motion or tipping 

Tenura Anti-Slip Silicone Table Mat 

Round 90 x 90mm 
VM989BB Blue 
VM989BR Red 
VM989BY Yellow 

Square 140 x 140mm 
VM990BB Blue 
VM990BR Red 
VM990BY Yellow 

Rectangle 350 x 250mm 
VM985ABB Blue 
VM985ABR Red 
VM985ABY Yellow 

VM986B Blue 

Tenura Non-Slip material offers a DIY solution to anti-slip issues around the 
home. It can be easily moulded or wrapped around objects and handles.   

* Easily cut into strips or shapes 
* Provides a firm grip for handles, lids, plates etc 
* Ideal for use as a shelf, tray and drawer liner 
* Dimensions: 1000x200x10mm 


